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District Commander Maracas

This title launches Brian Train's District Commander series, a diceless operational treatment of counterinsurgencies. The first volume takes
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place in a fictional, near-future megacity and reflects current thinking on the problems inherent in urban warfare. Designed by Brian Train, with
map art by Jose R. Faura.

Rating: Not Rated Yet
Price
Price £57.95

Ask a question about this product
ManufacturerHollandspiele

Description
Brian Train's District Commander is a series of operational games on counterinsurgency situations. The players activate groups of units (stacks)
to perform discrete operations (missions) through the expenditure of Task Points (TP). Some missions are Tactical Missions - straightforward
military tasks such as performing patrols, ambushing or attacking enemy forces, or moving from one place to another - and these may be
performed multiple times by a stack during a turn. Other missions emphasize the "non-tactical" end of the campaign, establishing friendly
influence, control, and infrastructure in an area, reducing the enemy's claim to the same, and recruiting or training troops. These missions take
more time to perform and so unlike the tactical missions may be the only mission performed by the stack during the turn.
Missions are resolved by play of secretly-held Chance Chits, each with ratings that are better or worse for certain types of operations. Chits are
played simultaneously and the ratings compared, modified by units, assets, and the current board state to determine the outcome. Using the
right chit at the right time - knowing when to save a good chit for later and when to use it, and trying to determine if your opponent is going all in
or holding back - will require steely judgment in an atmosphere of doubt and deception.
All this is done in pursuit of objectives handed down to you by your superiors (i.e., chosen randomly) and kept secret from your opponent objectives that may even change over the course of the game. Within this framework, the two sides - Government and Insurgent - play very
differently, with the Insurgent player in particular depending on bluff and deception to achieve their goals. A large number of variant rules allow
you to turn the game into a sandbox for exploring counterinsurgency doctrine and practice.
This first volume is District Commander Maracas. It takes as its subject counterinsurgency operations in a megacity - the urban battlefield of the
future, and the cutting edge of modern doctrine. The sudden departure from power of Jesus Shaves, charismatic leader of Virtualia, has created
a power vacuum in the streets of Maracas, capital city with a population of over 3 million people. The Virtualian Liberation Movement is
exploiting this situation by organizing areas of the city against established authority, sabotaging civic services, and staging attacks on symbolic
objective points. The local security force commander must contend with not only the urban guerrillas of the VLM but also private neighborhood
armies and criminal gangs running amuck.
17" x 22" mapsheet
264 Counters
2 Display Sheets
1 Player Aid
16-page Series Rulebook
8-page Module Rulebook
8 Strategy Cards

Game design: Brian Train
Map art: Jose R. Faura
Counters: Tom Russell
Hex number: 43
Duration: 120 minutes
Players: 2
Solitaire Suitability: Low
Weight: Medium
heme: Modern
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